V Consulting Bulgaria
We offer to BUSINESS:
1) Start-up:



















Political, economic and social overview;
Entry market survey;
Strategic planning;
Business plan creation;
Accounting consultancy and tax planning;
Register a subsidiary company – we give you some useful advice on the most
appropriate business establishment in Bulgaria;
Draw up a memorandum of incorporation, management contract, labor contracts;
Represent your company in Bulgaria;
Organize the activities of the company;
Getting the required license to do business;
Offer assistance with renting office or buying assets;
IT &network equipment planning;
Provide assistance with management team selection;
Connecting you with government bodies, agencies, mayors, suppliers and partners;
Financial consulting;
Marketing and PR activities;
Building a good company’s reputation;
Web site design and support.

2) Working business:








Accounting attendance and salary treatment;
Entering company’s changes into the trade register e.g. owners of the fund’s change;
Prepare interior regulations according to your specific business conditions;
Job descriptions preparation;
Organizational analysis with diagnostic;
Recommendations for improvement plus action plan;
Plan execution and supervision of the progress.

3) Growing business:
 Entering company’s changes into the trade register e.g. increase of the company capital
amount, moving the company head office and etc.;
 Brand (trade mark) registration;
 Organizational analysis with recommendations;
 Analysing the current financial status, implant the software system that shows the real
company's financail status in real time from anywhere the world;
 Marketing strategy in accordance with your growth phrase;
 Improving existing operative systems.

4) Consolidation and diversification:
 Doing research on products, sectors, distribution channel, and other source of
diversification;
 Merger & acquisition companies’ guidance;
 Assistance in negations;
 Organizational and finance analysis and valuation including target company and main
company;
 Defining areas with potential synergy;
 Strategic planning of the united company;
 Work out a programme in order to overcome existing problems;
 Advising about appropriate form of the new company and its registration;
 Realization and valuation on merger /acquisition and synergy effects.

5) Corporations:
 Finance valuation selling and buying business;
 Market valuation on businesses within the group;
 Corporate portfolio re-examine;
 Developing corporate strategies;
 Building and support the corporation and manager’s public image.
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